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KERRY VISITS OHIO

BRIEFING

At Issue:
Economics, Unemployment

Neighbors worried
over loose bears
THE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

XEN1A, Ohio - Neighbors are
expressing concern after a vandal
apparently cut a cage security
fence, allowing three 250-pound
black bears to briefly escape near
this southwest Ohio community.
A sheriff's deputy fired at one
bear. The owner, David Walker,
coaxed them back into their 9acre enclosure where they fled
through a hole in the fence late
Sunday night.
Janet Grooms, 69, who lives
across the street, called the bears
"an awful danger."
Another neighbor agreed.
"They're wild bears and I don't
think they should be around a
neighborhood like this," Frances
Brown said.
Lynn Rogers, lead biologist for
the Wildlife Research Institute in
lily, Minn., said in his 37 years of
studying black bears, he has
never been attacked.
"The general public idea that if
bears aren't afraid of people, they
arc dangerous, isn't correct,"
Rogers said. "But 1 would never
recommend
that
people
approach these bears."

By JAMES HANNAH
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DAYTON, Ohio - Democratic
presidential candidate John
Kerry will use laid-off workers
as examples in his attack on
President Bush during the senator's first Ohio campaign stop.
Kerry likely will hammer
away at that economics theme
throughout his campaign in
Ohio before the March 2 primary, said Robert
Adams, a political
scientist at Wright
State University.
"We have a lot of
manufacturing jobs
that have gone."
Adams said yesterday. "There couldn't
be a better background for stating
that intention."
Kerry plans to
meet yesterday with
laid-off workers at United Auto
Workers Local 696's union hall
in diis southwestern Ohio city
before traveling to Columbus
for an evening rally at Plumbers
& Pipe Fitters Local 189.
"You can tell the story of
George Bush's broken promises
in almost any city in Ohio,
whether you're taliung about
the economy or failure to do
anything about health-care
costs," said Kathy Roeder,
spokeswoman for the Kerry
campaign in Ohio. "We're just
not creating the manufacturing
jobs, and George Bush just
doesn't have any ideas to stop
the hemorrhaging."
Rep. Rob Portman, R-Ohio,
defended Bush's track record on
the economy, saying the
administration's tax-relief policies have enabled businesses to

increase investment and hire
more workers.
"Here in Ohio, we've begun to
see some job growth. It looks
like it's going in the right direction," Portman said. "People
appreciate what he's done for
the economy."
Adams said the economy is
the top issue among Ohio voters, more important than any
foreign policy issue, including
the conflict in
Iraq. Sneaking to
laid-off
auto
workers is a way
to try to establish Kerry's concern about the
economy and
job losses early
in his Ohio campaign.
"Dayton is a
good place to do
it," said Richard
Stock, director of the Business
Research Group at the
University of Dayton.
Stock said the number of jobs
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Police catch would
be robber in ceiling

ChulMKiupiAP Plwto

ABOVE: Democratic hopeful Sen. John Kerry, DMass. gestures during a
campaign stop in Madison
Wis., Friday.
Left: Ronald Oakes, from
Finch Rentals, lines up a
sction of bleachers inside
the UAW Local 696 union
hall yesterday in Dayton,
OH. Kerry will speak to
auto workers who have
lost their jobs tommarrow
during his stop in Dayton.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ci-EVELAND (AP) - Attala
Abboushi couldn't believe his
eyes when he opened his store
and saw legs dangling from the
kitchen ceiling and heard cries of
help.
"I thought I was dreaming for
a second." Abboushi said.
Police say a would-be burglar
got stuck in the ceiling trying to
bypass the small grocery's alarm
system by breaking in from the
roof through the vents over a
kitchen stove.
After discovering the man
Sunday, Abboushi called police
and firefighters, who cut the vent
apart to free the man. The suspect told police he was stuck for
four or five hours.
He was taken to St. Vincent
Charity Hospital to be treated for
cuts and bruises. He was later
taken to the city jail, where he
remained yesterday.
The man was expected to be
charged with breaking and
entering, Sgt. Donna Bell said
yesterday. Police suspect he may
have entered through roofs on
several robberies.

KERRY, PAGE 2
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Delegate
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Dean
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Hi 105
Others

Breakdown of
delegates
allocated to
candidates.

2,161 needsd for nomination
NOTE. Numbers are based on party an<3
slate rules, delegate interviews and
analysis ol election results by The
Associated Pross
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College enrollment increasing on most campuses
By Maryanne George
KNIGHT RIO DlR NEWSPAPERS

Students enrolled in college
hit a record high of 15 million
last fall, and that number is
expected to increase 10 percent
in die next decade, according to
a national study released
Wednesday.
But in Michigan, a struggling
economy may be causing some
students to rethink their college
plans, say officials at Michigan

State University and the
University of Michigan.
Across the country, applications have been increasing for
the last four years at the nearly
600 colleges that were surveyed
for the study by the National
Association
of
College
Admission Counseling, based in
Alexandria, Va.
Preliminary data at U of M
show applications for this fall are
down 18 percent overall and

down 23 percent among minorities. At MSU, applications to
dale are down 15 percent for
both groups.
A U.S. Supreme Court decision in lime striking down U of
Ms point—based system that
gave minorities a boost may be
partly responsible for the lower
numbers, school officials say. U
of M has changed its application
to require multiple essays,
teacher recommendations and

other data, making more work
for students.
At MSU, students are now
encouraged to write an essay. It
will become mandatory in the
fall of 2005. MSU is also becoming more competitive, discouraging some students from
applying, said MSU admissions
director Pain Home.
But an unemployment rate in
Michigan of 7.2 percent, compared with 5.7 percent national-

ly, and a fear of layoffs may also
be factors.
"There is a lot of concern
about cost," Home said. "Tuition
went up about 10 percent last
fall at MSU, and die economy
has not bounced back in
Michigan like the rest of the
nation. More students and families are considering community
ENROLLMENT, PAGE 7

BGeXperience sponsoring community service drive
ByMmdyVanHouten
REPORTER

Spending a few hours a week
with children at an after-school
program ... planting a tree at a
park... or just sitting and talking
to a resident at a nursing home,
these are all small things anyone
can do to give back to the community.
Today through March 21,
BGeXperience and Office of
Campus Involvement, is sponsoring the
spring 2004
Community Service Drive.

All University students including those in student organizations, Greek life and residence
hall communities are encouraged to volunteer their time.
The drive started Feb. 9 and
has only logged six hours of community service in a week's time.
"We're really hoping that it
picks up. The purposeof the drive
is to get more people involved in
the community,"
Heather
Denlinger, community service
coordinator for the Office of
Campus Involvement said.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
'.»
ftomweather.com

Denlinger encourages students to fonn a group with three
friends and volunteer their time.
The American Red Cross, Big
Brothers and Big Sisters, the
Humane Society and local
schools, shelters and churches
are just some of the places students can volunteer their time.
Students can log onto the
Office of Campus Involvement's
Web site to get a list of agencies
and service projects in need of
volunteers. The Office of Campus
Involvement also has a booklet

online

at

www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/getinvolvcd/postservicesurvey.html.
The
Office
of Campus
Involvement will keep track of all
logged hours.
The person or group to log the
most service hours during the

Partly
Cloudy

High: 42"
Low: 31'

drive will be awarded a prize,
which is yet to be determined, on
March 21.
The top three groups logging
the most service hours will also
receive a monetary donation to
the charity or philantiiropy of
their choice.
"The goal for the drive is to put
students' values into action,"
Georgianna Martin, graduate
assistant for the BGeXperience
said.
The BGeXperience is a series of
classes and programs for fresh-

SATURDAY

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

-' tit

listing all community service
agencies in the Northwest Ohio
region. The booklet is free and
available at the office.
Once students have volunteered their time, diey can log in
their completed service hours

Showers

High: 46"
Low: 36"

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

"'."."i

men promoting critical thinking
about values, citizenship and service learning.
Martin said the service drive
will lead into What Do You Care
About? Week and Dance
Marathon.
For more information about
the spring 2004 Community
Service Drive contact Georgianna
Martin
at
gmartin@bgnet.bgsu.edu
or
Heather Denlinger at 419-3722343
or
involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

SUNDAY

Rain/
Snow

High:42Low: 27"

Partly
Cloudy

High: 40*
Low 27*
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Grad student
protests in class
By Lorien Bourne

GUESt REPORTER

No one was really surprised
when leanine Pfahlert, a 28 year
old graduate student turned
activist, interrupted her class with
a performance an protest.
Just before winter break,
Pfahlert entered her classroom
wearing all black and she had a
bandana around her face and she
had a piece of (ape over her
mouth
that
said
"Silence=Violence" written in
permanent black marker. In her
backpack Pfahlert had a boom
box playing an audiotape with
activist messages. She proceeded
to interrupt her class and pass out
fliers while acting out a piece of
art that went along with the
audiotape.
Pfahlert said that it all started
with a project where she and her
classmates each had to choose a
book to review for an academic
journal also of their choosing.
One of her colleagues, Charles
Cutchbertson, referenced the
pornography film 'Dcepthroaf
in his review. Pfahlert wanted to
share what she had learned at a
Take Back The Night rally in 1994.
Decpthroat's
star,
Linda
"I/ivelace" Marchiano, spoke out
against
pornography
and
described her experience in making the film and being held prisoner by her husband Chuck
Traynor.
Pfahlert wished to talk to the
class and pass out several fliers
and a Take Back The Night
brochure, but her professor
Donald McQuarie said that there

was no time and proceeded to
end class early.
Pfahlert explained to
McQuarie that denying her the
opportunity to speak would jeopardize the integrity of the classroom. She was still denied the
opportunity to speak and
McQuarie declined to comment
on the situation.
'Tree speech is an idea and I
think that when we use the term
free speech that we are referring
to the ability to express ideas that
are deemed unpopular or even
inappropriate. 1 think thai it is an
idea that protects unpopular
ideas," Pfahlert said.
l-'ree speech at the University
has always been an issue of concern among students and faculty,
lennifcr Musil, 26 year old
graduate student in Women's
Studies said, "There is no free
speech in the classroom because
there is a dynamic in the classroom where you have people
sometimes professors and sometimes classmates that have the
ability to silence others.
Sometimes Don IMcQuariel and
sometimes other people by being
dismissive, talking over others,
intemipting or just not listening
can be silencing and therefore
inhibit free speech."
According to Philip Peek, classics professor at the University,
free speech is anything you want
to say to an extent.
"Free speech is the ability to
say what you want to say as long
as it doesn't endanger anybody
else such as yelling fire in a movie
house," he said.

Pfahlert said she did the protest
because she felt she had a moral
obligation. She wanted to speak
to the class about violence
against women since it came up
in class.
No one reacted to Pfahlert
lying on the floor, which was part
of the protest. She said that people not reacting to her being on
the floor signifies their esteem for
her and women in general.
"Education educates the privileged and teaches everyone else
that we do not matter," Pfahlert
said.
Another of Pfahlert's colleagues, Eric Anderson, a 36 yearold graduate student, said that
Pfahlert was not particularly prevented from speaking freely in
the classroom. He went on to
explain that the nature of speech
was constrained slightly by the
classroom setting.
Sara Rasmussen, graduate
assistant in the German program
said that she feels more constrained as a student taking classes than as a TA teaching classes.
The idea of free speech can be
ambiguous but professors at the
University feel a line needs to be
drawn, according to Steven
Kendall, telecommunications
instructor. "Certain areas—
potentially offensive topics such
as race, gender and similar topics
are positioned as potential danger zones when it comes to
expression," he said. "There is a
line regarding what is acceptable
and what is not given the multicultural and multigender makeup of a class."

PINKMORALERS

MkfBMBBaiMl
GETTIN' TO KNOW YOU: Andrea Ramirez, top right, participates in the name game with the pink
moralers in the Union last night. The group discussed ways to raise more tunds tor Dance Marathon.

Ohio, 21st in election donations,
would be a big win for Kerry
KERRY. FROM PAGE 1

in the Dayton metropolitan area
that produce motor vehicles
and equipment fell from 21,000
in December 2002 to 18,900 in
December 2003. The number of
manufacturing jobs shrank
from 95,000 in late 1999 to
68,500 today, he said.
Ohio lost 7.6 percent of its
manufacturing jobs between
December 2001 and December
2003. falling from 908,000 jobs
to 838,400, Stock said.
Robert Premus, an economics professor at Wright State,
said meeting with laid-off auto
workers is a good way for Kerry
to try to dramatize his contention that the economy hasn't
created jobs under Bush.

However, Premus believes the
auto industry is on the rebound.
"That doesn't mean we can
look to the auto sector for a lot of
new jobs," he
said. "It's got
to be outside
that sector."
Ohio has
proved crucial to presidential politics, lust two
Democrats _
Franklin D.
Roosevelt in
1944
and
John
F.
Kennedy in 1960 ..have won the
office without winning Ohio. No
Republican has ever been elected president without winning

the state.
Bush won Ohio by 3.6 percentage points in 2000 over
Democrat Al Gore Bush lias visited the state 13 times
since being elected.
Kerry's
presidential
campaign raised about
$95,000 from 162 Ohio
residents during 2003,
according to Political
Money Line, a nonpartisan campaign finance
tracking service.
Ohio's donations rank
the state at No 21 behind
major fund-raising states
for Kerry such as
California, Massachusetts and
New York.
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Students are invited to apply for the following scholarships. Applications are available in 301 or 401
Bowen-Thompson Student Union or can be downloaded from our web site:
http: / / www.bgsu.edu / offices / sa / getinvolved / scholarships.html

SIC SIC SchoUrshiD$500
•Must be an academically talented junior or senior who has displayed outstanding qualities of leadership and initiative
• Application due by Friday April 2, 2004 to the Office of Student Life, 301 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

The Richard A. Lenhart Activities Scholarship^750
•Must be a member but not an officer, in the Undergraduate Student Government,
University Activities Organization, or the Off-Campus Connection
•Must be a rising sophomore, junior, or senior
• Previous winners are encouraged to reapply
• Application due by Friday, March 5, 2004 to the Office of Campus Involvement,
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
fc^^^^

The Gerald Saddlemire Scholarship^ 1,000
•Must be a sophomore with a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0
•Students should have contributed to the quality of life through participation and leadership
in and out-of-classrdom activities and community service projects
•Application due by Friday, March 5, 2004 to the Office of Campus Involvement, 401
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
&L „

The Hazel H. Smith Scholarship-S500
•Must be an off-campus, commuting, or non-traditional student in good academic standing
•Demonstrated commitment to off-campus/commuting/nontraditional students
•Application due by Friday March 5, 2004 to the Office of Student Life, 301 Bowen- Thompson Student Union

BARBARA

Y.

KELLER BOOK SCHOLARSHIP-SIOO

•Must be an off-campus, commuting, or non-traditional student
• Full-time undergraduate student with a minimum 3.0 GPA
• Previous winners are encouraged to reapply
■
•Application due by Friday, March 5, 2004 to the Office of Student Life,
301 Bowen- Thompson Student Union
<^^^^^

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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COLLEGE STUDENTS' FAVORITE CABLE CHANNELS

CAMPUS

College students said their favorite cable channels are:
1)MTV
2) ESPN
3) Comedy Central
Source: Student Monitor, a nationally syndicated market research
group, 1200 full-time undergraduate students weresurveyed

1

l-6p.m.
Founder's Coffee Grind Information
Table
Sponsored by Founder's Hall Council.
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Lobby

Studies,
as she reviews the history of women
foreign reporters, focusing on several
important and colorful personalities.
The Women's Center
107 Hanna Hall

8ajn.-6p.rn.
Pinhole Photography Exhibit
Photographs and pinhole cameras
created by Bowling Green students
will be on display in the Bowling Green
Union Art Gallery along with a brief
explanation of pinhole photography.
Union Art Gallery

5-6 p.ra & 630-730 pjn.
lob & Internship Resume Info Session
316 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

930-11a.m.
Cyberfeminist Web Building Working
Group
Explore new ways of connecting technology with community needs. This
group will investigate the question:
"How can we design and build actionbased, technologically mediated net
works relevant to the everyday con

The calendar of events is taken from
hnpJ/wKVibgsoxdu/calendar/calendarjitml

texts of women?" Contact Radhika
Gajjala at radhik@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
The Women's Center
107 Hanna Hall

10 a. 171.-4:00 p.m.
Annual Undergraduate Art & Design
Exhibition
Dorothy Uber Bryan & Willard
Wankelman Galleries

10fl0a.m.
Info, for "Geo Journey"
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
lobby

I I a.m. I p.m.
Mardi Gras Ticket Sales
Sponsored by the French House

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

530 Maple Street, Bowling Green, Ohio

Limited Premium Units Still Available For
Spring-Summer-Fall
Efficiencies from $285
1 Bedrooms from $340
2 Bedrooms from $435

Curves
Ahead

Come see what all the

Two bedroom apartments
BGSU

O I Fox Run

L*pts.

Curve is a fun, sexy, upbeat, feel-good film about the
pressures of body image in the modeling world. There
will be a question and answer reception following the
screening with the director and producer of the film.

I Birch wood

You don't have to be a size 2...
to be a perfect 10!

Mini Mall

Lawnvl*w|

^

FREE

3"

Sponsored by: The Wellness Connection. Student Health Service. Women's Center,
Office of Residence Life Special Programs. Pepsi, Ohio College Health
Association, and BACCHUS'GAMMA.

VilLAGI
GREEN
APTS.

is about!

1J<AXJU>

'iedmont
Apis.

Monday, February 23, Union Theater
Film 8-9 PM, Discussion 9-10 PM

■ ■ I » fc~«l!* i Z

villjii*t;i;i'*.-4.ii<<i «laior.(u(

Preferred Properties Co.

Screening of Curve

filling

2 Blocks from
Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

Noon-1 p.m.
Brown Bag Lunch: "Newsflash!
Women as Foreign Correspondents"
For many years, women have served
as foreign correspondents for U.S.
newspapers that would not have
allowed them into their domestic
newsrooms, loin Catherine Cassara of
the School of Communication

Caution:
NC/

9-11p.m.
Recreational Sports Backpacking 101
Meeting
This course is a great introduction to
backpacking and a refresher course for
those with experience. The registration deadline is Wednesday, Feb. 18, at
noon and the cost is free! If you are
looking for a spring break trip, come to
this workshop and find out about our
backpacking trip! Register at the Rec
Center main office contact Bryan
Cavins or Rob Thompson at 372-2790.
316 Bowen-Tliompson Student Union

McmbtrsMv prtvMsge to newty
t Ctkwrywoed Hultti SM

A419.352.9378
www.preferredpropertlesco.com
WM-frl. S-lt 1-4:3>S«t 111-2

■TlTTTl

liTiTITOM
419-352-0717

SI?
CARDED
February 19-March 3, 2004

FAL12004 APARTMENT LEASING
B Rldm M»nir >partmenis

"All Day, Everyday"

•2 bedroom, 1 bath townhouses
• starting at $590/mo + gas and electric

^

5f Butt Apartments
• (1470 & 1490 Clough Street)
• 2 Bedrooms /1 Bath, furnished
• A/C, Dishwashers / garbage disposals
• 9 1/2 month lease starting @ 590/month
plus gas and electric. 1 year lease avail.

a" Remodeled Fraiae marimeutt

Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:
^^

• Completely Remodeled 2 Bed, 2 Baths,
new kitchens, new carpet, new fumitun

m.

cash

'^tayxS*^

> checks

1 Large, 1 Item

gf/ 425 E. Court Street
• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished apartments
• Dishwashers/ garbage disposals
* starting at $650/mo + gas + electric

IH

*7**

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green OH 43402

Mo coupon
necessary;

www.gre6nhriarrentals.com

jffjwwfffjfffffjfiwn
DELIVER*

rVWrWW

3537770

•!

L

Take Your

Delicious OVEN-BAKED
GRINDERS

door

353-7770
S32 E. Wooster St.

L

L

E

G

As awareness ol public hearth issues and needs increases, so do the
career opportunities in the fields ot environmental and occupational
health and epidemiology. Professionals who specialize in environmental and occupational health and epidemiology anticipate, recognize,
evaluate and control harmful factors such as chemical spills; air. waste,
soil, and food contaminations; harmful work practices; and btoterrorist
activities. These professionals develop, implement and manage a
broad scope of environmental and occupational hearth programs, and
work in a variety ol settings such as:

■ Faculty members who are national recognized; full-time faculty
members are doctoralfy prepared
- Classes held on evenings and weekends to accommodate most
work schedules
• Small class size that allows lor more individual attention
• Excellent, hands-on Mektwork opportunities

•ml purchase of • •" or IS" Orintar
«*P- 4/20/04 |

419-353-7770

Catering Dine in Canyout Deliveiy Party Trays ! j

O

The Department of Public Health at MCO offers a Master o* Science fcn
Occupational Hearth degree with an ASAC ABET-accredrted major In
Industrial Hygiene, as well as, a CEPH-accredited Master of Public
Hearth degree program, as part of the Northwest Ohio Consortium for
Public Health, with majors in Environmental and Occupational Hearth,
or Epidemiology. Reasons students choose these degree programs
include:

Soft Drinkft
Chip*
•

C

• Manufacturing and service industries
• Government agencies at the local, county, state and federal
levels (I.e., EPA, OSHA)
• Health-care organizations
• Research facilities

1 Wcc
I noi good »/any other dtan

Son* uclgtlom apply.
Han associate for in tilt.

MAURICES

No Limit .

BACHELOR DEGREE to a

Delivered to your

_jiT^i£*4?lfijBBBBT CT

( P a p a )

I WH SB) l^fll

• starting at $675/mo + electric

WE

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

Heeling Begins wfth Knowledge

Applications tor Fall, Spring and Summer are accepted year
round. For more information or to schedule a personal visit, contact
us at (419) 383-5356. makJerman@mco edu or visit our Web srte at:
http://www.mco.ed u/allrVpubhealth

iniermonai
WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Grad student
protests in class
By lorien Bourne
GUEST R(P0m[S

No one was really surprised
when Jeanine Pfahleri, a 28 year
old graduate student turned
activist, interrupted her class with
a performance art protest.
lust before winter break,
ffahlert entered her classroom
wearing all black and she had a
bandana around her lace and she
had a piece of tape over her
mouth
that
said
"Silence=Violence" written in
permanent black marker. In her
backpack Pfahlert had a boom
box playing an audiotape with
activist messages. She proceeded
to interrupt her class and pass out
fliers while acting out a piece of
art that went along with the
audiotape.
Ifahlert said that it all started
with a project where she and her
classmates each had to choose a
book to review for an academic
journal also of their choosing
One of her colleagues, Charles
Cutchbertson, referenced the
pornography film "Deepthroat
in his review. Ifahlert wanted to
Share what she bad learned at a
Take Back The Night rally in 1994.
Deepthroat's
star,
l.inda

"Lovelace" Marchlano, spoke out
against
pornography
and
described her experience in making the film and being held prisoner by her husband Chuck
Traynor.
Ifahlert wished to talk to the
class and pass out several fliers
and a lake Hack The Night
brochure, but her professor
Donald McQuarie said that there

was no time and proceeded to
end class early.
Ifahlert explained to
McQuarie that denying her the
opportunity to speak would jeopardize the integrity of the classroom. She was still denied the
opportunity to speak and
McQuarie declined to comment
on the situation.
"Free speech is an idea and I
think that when we use the term
free speech that we are referring
to the ability to express ideas that
are deemed unpopular or even
inappropriate. I think that it is an
idea that protects unpopular
ideas." Ifahlert said.
Free speech at the University
has always been an issue of concern among students and faculty,
lennifer Musil, 26 year old
graduate student in Women's
Studies said, "There is no free
speech in the classroom because
there is a dynamic in the clavsrtxini where you have people
sometimes professors and sometimes classmates that have (Inability to silence others.
Sometimes Don IMcQuarie] and
sometimes other people by being
dismissive, talking over others,
interrupting or just not listening
can be silencing and therefore
inhibit free speech."
According to Philip Peek, classics professor at the University,
tree speech is anything you want
to say to an extent.
'Tree speech is the ability to
say what you want to say as long
as it doesn't endanger anybody
else such as yelling lire in a movie
house," he said

Ifahlert said she did the protest
because she felt she had a moral
obligation. She wanted to speak
to the class about violence
against women since it came up
in class.
No one reacted to Ifahlert
lying on the floor, which was part
(if the protest. She said that people not reacting to her being on
the flcxir signifies their esteem for
her and women in general.
"Education educates the privileged and leaches everyone else
that we do not matter." Pfahlert
said.
Another of Pfahlert's colleagues, Eric Anderson, a 36 yearold graduate student, said that
Ifahlert was not particularly prevented from speaking freely in
the classroom, lie went on to
explain that the nature of speech
was constrained slightly by the
classroom setting
Sara Rasmussen, graduate
assistant in the German program
said that she feels more constrained as a student taking classes than as a TA teaching classes.
The idea of free speech can be
ambiguous but professors at the
I Inivcrsity feel a line needs to be
drawn, according to Steven
Kendall, telecommunications
instructor. "Certain areas—
potentially offensive topics such
as race, gender and similar topics
.in- positioned .is potential (Ian
ger zones when it comes to
expression," he said. "Then is a
line regarding what is acceptable
and what is not given the multicultural and multigender makeup of a class."

PINKMORALERS

Ashley Kuntz BC News

GETTIN' TO KNOW YOU: Andrea Ramirez, top right, participates in the name game with the pink
moralers in the Union last night. The group discussed ways to raise more funds for Dance Marathon.

Ohio, 21st in election donations,
would be a big win for Kerry
KERRY, FROM PAGE 1

in the Dayton metropolitan area
that produce motor vehicles
and equipment fell from 21,000
in December 2002 to 18,900 in
December 2003. The number of
manufacturing jobs shrank
from 95,000 in late 1999 to
68.500 today, he said.
Ohio lost 7.6 percent of its
manufacturing jobs between
December 2001 and December
2003, falling from 908,000 jobs
to a38,400, Stock said.
Robert Premus, an economics professor at Wright State,
said meeting with laid-off auto
workers is a good way for Kerry
to try to dramatize his contention that the economy hasn't
created jobs under Bush.

However, Premus believes the
auto industry is on the rebound.
"That doesn't mean we can
look to the auto sector for a lot of
new jobs," he
said. "It's got
to be outside
that sector."
Ohio has
proved crucial to presidential politics, lust two
Democrats _
Franklin D.
Roosevelt in
1944
and
John
F.
Kennedy in 1960 _ have won the
office without winning Ohio. No
Republican has ever been elected president without winning

the state.
Bush won Ohio by 3.6 percentage (joints in 2000 over
Democrat Al Gore. Bush has visited the state 13 times
since being elected.
Kerry's
presidential
campaign raised about
$95,000 from 162 Ohio
residents during 2003,
according to Political
Money Line, a nonpartisan campaign finance
tracking service.
Ohio's donations rank
(he slate at No. 21 behind
major fund-raising states
for Kerry such as
California, Massachusetts and
New York.

ELECTION
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Students are invited to apply for the following scholarships. Applications are available in 301 or 401
Bowen-Thompson Student Union or can be downloaded from our web site:
http: / / www.bgsu.edu / offices / sa / getinvolved / scholarships.html

SIC SIC ScholarshiD-$500
•Must be an academically talented junior or senior who has displayed outstanding qualities of leadership and initiative
•Application due by Friday, April 2, 2004 to the Office of Student Life, 301 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

The Richard A. Lenhart Activities Scholarship-$750
•Must be a member but not an officer, in the Undergraduate Student Government,
University Activities Organization, or the Off-Campus Connection
•Must be a rising sophomore, junior, or senior
•Previous winners are encouraged to reapply
•Application due by Friday, March 5, 2004 to the Office of Campus Involvement,
401 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

The Gerald Saddlemire Scholarship^ 1,000
•Must be a sophomore with a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.0
•Students should have contributed to the quality of life through participation and leadership
in and out-of-classroom activities and community service projects
•Application due by Friday, March 5, 2004 to the Office of Campus Involvement, 401
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

The Hazel H. Smith Scholarship-S500

r*

•Must be an off-campus, commuting, or non-traditional student in good academic standing
•Demonstrated commitment to off-campus/commuting/nontraditional students
•Application due by Friday, March 5, 2004 to the Office of Student Life, 301 Bowen- Thompson Student Union

BARBARA

Y.

KELLER BOOK SCHOLARSHIP-SIOO

•Must be an off-campus, commuting, or non-traditional student
•Full-time undergraduate student with a minimum 3.0 GPA
•Previous winners are encouraged to reapply
•Application due by Friday, March 5, 2004 to the Office of Student Life,
301 Bowen- Thompson Student Union
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COLLEGE STUDENTS' FAVORITE CABLE CHANNELS

CAMPUS

College students said their favorite cable channels are:
UMTV
2) ESPN
3) Comedy Central
Source: Student Monitor, a nationally syndicated market research
group, 1,200fiill-tiine undergratlwile students were surveyed

1-6 p.m.
Founder's Coffee Grind Information
Table
Sponsored by Founder's Hall Council.
Bowen-Tliompson Student Union
lobby

Studies,
as she reviews the history of women
foreign reporters, focusing on several
important and colorful personalities.
The Women's Center
107 Hanna Hall

8 .i.in.l. p.m.

5-6 p.m. & 6:30-7:30 p.m.
lob & Internship Resume Info Session
376 Bowen- Thompson Student Union

Pinhole Photography Inhibit
Photographs and pinhole cameras
created by Bowling Green students
will be on display in the Bowling Green
Union Art Gallery along with a brief
explanation of pinhole photography.
Union Art Gallery

1

9-.30- 11a.m.
CyberfeministWeb Building Working
Group
Explore new ways of connecting technology with community needs. This
group will investigate the question:
"How can we design and build actionbased, technologically mediated net
works relevant to the everyday con

10a.m.-4:OOp.m.
Annual Undergraduate Art & Design
Exhibition
Dorothy Uber Bryan & Willard
Wankelman Galleries

texts of women?" Contact Radhika
Gajjala at radhik@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
The Women's Center
107 Hanna Hall
lftOOa.m.
Info, for "Geo lourney"
Bouvn-Tfiompson Student Union
l/>bby

11 a.m.-1 p.m.

Mardi Gras Ticket Sales
Sponsored by the French House

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

Caution:
Curves
Ahead

N3/

530 Maple Street, Bowling Green, Ohio

Limited Premium Units Still Available For
Spring-Summer-Fall
Efficiencies from $285
1 Bedrooms from $340
2 Bedrooms from $435

C

Curve is a fun. sexy, upbeat, feel-good film about the
pressures of body image in the modeling world. There
will be a question and answer reception following the
screening with the director and producer of the film.

Two bedroom apartments
BGSU

You don't have to be a size 2...
to be a perfect 10!

IrlilHIMilM
419-352-0717

MemtwnMp prtvrr8V8 lo Mvrtv
renovated Chenywood Health Spa

419.352.9378
www.preferredpropertlesco.com
Mon-Frl. 1-12,1-4:30S at 10-2

gate

S-f\A»4T SPG£*iS
"All Day, Everyday"

•2 bedroom. 1 bath townhouses
• starting at S590/mo + gas and electric

or Butt Anartments

^

• (1470 & 1490 Clough Street)
• 2 Bedrooms /1 Bath, furnished
• A/C, Dishwashers / garbage disposals
• 9 1/2 month lease starting @ 590/month
plus gas and electric. 1 year lease avail.

H' BemadBled Frazee Apartments

Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

( P a p a )
I MW QBE] Us cash, checks

• Completely Remodeled 2 Bed. 2 Bains,
new kitchens, new carpel, new furnitun
• starting at S675/mo + electric

I

Ef 425 E. Court Street

itofeM

• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, furnished apanments
• Dishwashers/ garbage disposals
» starting at $650/mo + gas + electric

SIGN UP TODAY!

www.greenariarrentals.com
■^rw.w.wiww^wra
DELIVER •

1 Lar e 1 ltem

1

9>

kJLali
, Jo coupon,
^necessary^

445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green OH 43402

vuw

MEDICAL

3537770
BACHELOR DEGREE to a

Delicious OYELV-BAKED

""" free

exp. 4/20/04i

419-353-7770

^SEEB3BSBBSBSSSSEESE3SBSSBSBEE3SEEEBBSSSA

As awareness ol public health issues and needs increases, so do the
career opportunities in the fields of environmental and occupational
health and epidemiology Professionals who specialize in environmental and occupational health and epidemiology anticipate, recognize,
evaluate and control harmtul (actors such as chemical spills; air, waste.
soil, and food contaminations; harmtul work practices; and bioterrorist
activities. These professionals develop, implement and manage a
broad scope of environmental and occupational health programs, and
work in a variety of settings such as:

• Faculty members who are national recognized; full-time faculty
members are doctorally prepared
• Classes held on evenings and weekends to accommodate most
work schedules
• Small class size that allows for more individual attention
■ Excellent, hands-on (ieldwork opportunities

w/ purcknr of a •" or It" Grinder

Catering Dine in Carryout Delivery Party Tray*

COLLEG

The Department ot Public Health at MCO offers a Master ol Science in
Occupational Health degree with an ASAC ABET-aecredlted makx In
Industrial Hygiene, as well as, a CEPH-accredited Master ol Public
Health degree program, as part ol the Northwest Ohio Consortium for
Public Health, with majors in Environmental and Occupational Hearth,
or Epidemiology. Reasons students choose these degree programs
include:

Soft Drink &
Chip*
•

Soma ■xcluilom apply.
Saa atore aaaoclata tar oetaUa.

• Manufacturing and service industries
• Government agencies at the local, county, state and federal
levels (i.e.. EPA, OSHA)
■ Health-care organizations
■ Research facilities

GBILYDERS

I only good wAxiupon
I not good w/ any other ofleis

^m V^
MAURICES

Take Your

512 E. Wooster St.

FREE
Mini Mall
Apts.

February 10-March 3, 2004

QT Bidae Manor Apartments

Delivered to your
door
353-7770

Lownview
- I Apts.

GET CARDED

FALL 2004 APARTMENT LEASING

WE

Fox Run
Apts.

I Birchwoo«f^c

Sponsored by: The Wellness Connection. Sludent Health Service, Women's Center,
Office of Residence Life Special Programs. Pepsi. Ohio College Health
Association, and BACCHUS/GAMMA.

VILLAGE
GREEN
APTS.

is about!
, Piedmont
Apis.

Monday, February 23, Union Theater
Film 8-9 PM, Discussion 9-10 PM

up I**** i I

vi I Ijii>^t*rf4.-n<" ihnoiinl

Preferred Properties Co.

Come see what all the

Screening of Curve

Wc'i-e filling

2 Blocks from
Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533

Noon-1 p.m.
Brown Bag Lunch: "Newsflash!
Women as Foreign Correspondents"
For many years, women have sewed
as foreign correspondents for U.S.
newspapers that would not have
allowed them into their domestic
newsrooms, loin Catherine Cassara of
the School of Communication

9-11 p.m.
Recreational Sports Backpacking 101
Meeting
This course is a great introduction to
backpacking and a refresher course for
those with experience. The registration deadline is Wednesday, Feb. 18, at
noon and the cost is free! If you are
looking for a spring break trip, come to
this workshop and find out about our
backpacking trip! Register at the Rec
Center main office contact Bryan
Gavins or Rob Thompson at 372-2790.
3)6 Bowen- Thompson Student Union

Healing Begins wtfn Knowledge

Applications for Fall, Spring and Summer are accepted year
round. For more information or to schedule a personal visit, contact
us at (419) 383-5356, malderman@mco edu or visit our Web site at:
http://www.mco.ed u/a)lrVpubh«elth.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QUOTEUNQUOTE
"Like other celebrity couples, their
Hollywood romance has come to an end."
RUSSEL ARONS, vice president or marketing at Mattel, officially announcing
that products Barbie and Ken haw broken up,"but will remain friends."
[■MMdbOB)

OPINION

Death-row inmates threaten to starve
People are sent to prison
because they were found guilty
of a crime. While there, they pay
their debt to society with a portion of their own life.
Most of the people in prison
have already shown a lack of
regard for society's rules.
I lowever, in a Pennsylvanian
state penitentiary, prisoners are
threatening a hunger strike to
boycott the new healthy foods
being served in the prison cafete-

Now prisoners are showing a
complete lack of regard for their
own well-being They would
rather eat the greasy fried chicken and sweet cakes than baked
chicken with fresh fruit.
The real question is, why
should anyone care what the
inmates eat?
These people have committed
crimes against society, some of
them as serious as murder or
rape. They didn't care when they
took a life, and they obviously

don't care if they slowly take their
own life with fatty-foods.
There were even death row
inmates who staged a five-day
hunger strike protest of prison
conditions. This is probably the
oddest thing we have ever heard.
Why not just let the death-row
inmates starve? In this case, no
one is forcing them not to eat.
This might actually save tax-payers money in court appeals.
If death-row inmates don't
care enough to save themselves,

Parents want honor roll banned
PETER
KUEBECK
Opinion Columnist
A portion of Tennessee is in
turmoil according to a recent
Associated Press article, and this
tumult is not the result of taxes,
flooding or rising gas prices. The
problem, believe it or not, is the
public school honor roll.
Like most issues, there is both
an obvious and a hidden agenda
behind the current controversy.
A simplified statement of the
problem is that certain parents
in this certain Tennessee school
system are objecting to the
release of the honor roll on the
grounds that in so doing the
school system is in violation of a
Tennessee law tiiat forbids
release of personal information,
including grades, without the
permission of the releasee.
While most parents are against
this inconvenience, the law must
be obeyed and so there is discussion that permission slips will be
required for a student's name to
be printed in the honor roll.
This may seem simple
enough, and insignificant
enough, but the article identifies
the underlying motive of the
petitioners — the parents who
wish for the honor roll to no
longer be published arc concerned that their children, who
are not on the honor roll, will
have tiieir feelings hurt because

the honor roll's publication
draws attention to the absence
of their name and thus, their bad
grads. This is a little involved, but
the gist of the problem is there.
The parents, in essence, think
that their children will be
ridiculed at school because
they're not on the honor roll, and
are petitioning for the revocation
of the honor roll so that they can
save their kids the supposed
heartache. The problem in the
parent's argument is the tacit
belief that since their children
aren't going to be recognized, no
one else should. There are two
main reasons why the argument
is downright frightening.
About 40 years ago, Kurt
Vonnegut wrote a dystopian
short story along the lines of
"1984" and Tarenheit451"
where he laid down what was,
for him, a frightening vision of
the future — by government
order people who, for instance,
excelled at academics, were
forced to wear headsets that, at
intervals, disrupted their
thoughts with loud sounds to
mediate their intelligence;
exceptionally attractive people
were forced to wear makeup and
rubber noses that detracted from
their looks; graceful dancers
were forced to wear bags of lead
shot in proportion to their athleticism.
This, indeed, is an extreme
place to take the argument of the
Tennessee parents, but it takes
their logic to its furthest conclu-

sion.
While I don't contradict the
letter of the Tennessee privacy
law invoked by these parents, the
spirit with which they are invoking it is absurd.
These parents are, in holding
back the printing of the honor
roll, essentially taking the stance
that "If we don't see it, it isn't
there." If these parents are really
concerned with their children
feeling bad about their grades,
they can circumvent this litigation and send their children to
tutors, or to talk to their teachers
about how they can boost their
children's grades.
They shouldn't retard the
recognition of others. Indeed,
wouldn't the honor roll serve as
motivation for a student to do
well?
Our society— indeed, nearly
every society—is greatly based
on recognizing achievement.
When we see a work of art that's
better than what we can create
(a problem I often face), or a
story that's better written than
our own, our first reaction
should be "V\tow, that's great!
How can I get that good?" not
"Dang! They're better than me.
How can I detract from their success to make myself feel better?"
Should we stop publishing
books because those whose
work is rejected would feel bad?
Should we stop hiring people
because we don't want the
unhired to be downhearted? No.

especially after committing a
crime heinous enough to be put
on death row, then why should
we? They are going to be put to
death by the state anyway.
This might seem harsh, but
come on. Doesn't it sound odd
that we would save a person
before we kill them?
Also, this isn't a case of a people who are depressed and are
contemplating suicide — all of
the hunger-strikers are convicted
felons who are voluntarily harm-

Who do you think
would win in a fight,
the littlest groom or
my big fat
obnoxious fiance?

MIKE KERSLAKE
JUNIOR, PURCHASING
AND PRODUCTION

"The littlest groom.
■ Little people rock."

DJ.CLEVENGER
JUNIOR, MARKETING

"The littlest groom.
Size doesn't matter."

LINDSEY MIX
JUNIOR, MARKETING

"The little one. He has

H0LLEY C0FFEY
JUNIOR, EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

A rat can last longer without water than a camel.

change that will actually harm
them. How crazy is that?
The backwardness of this situation is very strange. We have
convicted felons who are lobbying for food that will harm them
in the long run and we have
death-row inmates who are
threatening to starve themselves
to death if they don't get better
living conditions.
Sheesh, why Pennsylvanian
officials are even giving this matter attention is beyond us.

NASCAR popularity
PEOPLE is highly over-rated
ON THE STREET

mi&fr

Did you know?

ing themselves.
Why not save society some
money and let them starve
themselves? This one goes double for those inmates on death
row.
Most of us would agree that
prisoners still deserve most of
the rights afforded to free citizens. However, prisoners should
not have the right to protest conditions that are not physically
harming them. Yet, in this case,
the prisoners are lobbying for a

"The littlest groom.
He is agile andfiesty."

Opinion Columnist
NASCAR is the fastest growing sport in America. Last year
the Daytona 500 was watched
by almost 30 million people at
home, and the 180,000 people
who packed into the speedway
— all during weather that
caused many delays. Why is
NASCAR so popular and what
does that say about our society?
NASCAR is tricky to understand, especially because it
quickly became so much more
popular and marketable than
baseball, basketball, hockey and
soccer.
Let's analyze what an outsider's view of NASCAR is: about
50 drivers going about 150 mph
around an oval track for over
three hours. Straightaway, left
turn, straightaway, left rum:
repeat as desired.
As I understand it, cars have
to meet certain specifications so
that it basically all depends on
the capabilities of drivers and
pit crews. Ok, that pretty much
covers it. I don't see the entertainment value — why do people watch?
Maybe it's the car crashes.
Those are the first things you
see on the TV recaps of the big
races. Crashes at that speed are
especially violent but thanks to
special precautions, serious
injury of the driver is a rare
result. Still, 1 have faith that people have a different reason for
watching NASCAR other than
for the morbid curiosity of seeing a fatal crash.
It could be a variety of other
reasons: Americans love cars,
competition and technology. It
has sort of a gladiator appeal
with the chance of death at
high-speeds. The competitors
are all "blue-collar, All-American
types."
They dont have the image of
being overpaid like in MLB or
thugs like the NFL or NBA. They
are the American dream.
However, I think one could
argue that the young man or
woman from New York City
who goes to college and gets a
degree then moves on to the
NBA/WNBA is more dream-like,
but more on that later.
Moving on to examining
NASCAR's fan base, which is
obviously all male. Nope, 40

percent of the 75 million
NASCAR fans are women.
Minorities make up over 10 percent of the fan base. But one
demographic really stands out
— kids. NASCAR, according to
an ESPN poll, has increased its
12-17 year old fan base by over
12 percent since 1999. Football
in comparison has only grown
by 1.2 percent. I can relate to
that and I think I'm beginning
to understand.
When I was a kid I had a
bunch of cheap toy cars I would
race all around my house and
that was pretty fun. Back then, I
couldn't watch that on TV so
there was never any motivation
to see it in real life or buy any
merchandise.
Nowadays, the coveted 12-17year-old teenager demographic
is a must-have for companies.
NASCAR realized this, prompting them to drop their sponsor,
Winston a cigarette manufacturer, and replace it with Nextel.
No longer the Winston Cup, it is
the Nextel Cup.
Kids are responsible for steering NASCAR to its current popularity and I can understand, little boys like cars, especially cars
that go "vroom." Moms and
Dads watch it because it represents America. I have to say I'm
kind of at odds with some of
those assumptions about
America.
NASCAR racers are just as
arrogant and troublesome as
athletes from other sports. Dale
Earnhardt, the almost-mythical
racing legend, was known as
"The Intimidator" and pushed
the rules of racing. Modem day
favorite Tony Stewart has a hot
temper and has yelled at sports
reporters for asking questions
he doesn't like.
As for the "blue-collar worker" mentality, many current drivers are just following in the
footsteps of their fathers — Dale
Earnhardt Jr. and the Petty
Family for instance. The lack of
diversity in the ranks of
NASCAR is the most unAmerican part of it all
I still don't understand the
allure for adults to watch cars
drive in circles and I dont have
a Hemi in my Dodge, so maybe
there is something wrong with
me. I'm willing to accept that, so
here's to going round and round
and round and round.
Send all comments to:
zimmerrffpbgnelbgsu.edu

Send all opinions to: thenews@bgnews.com
CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be

POLICIES

fewer than 500 words. These are usu- j
ally in response to a current issue on j
the University's campus or the
Bowling Green area.

Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces
between 600 and 800 words. These j
are usually also in response to a cur- j
rent issue on the University's campus j
or the Bowling Green area.

E-mail submissions as an attachment to thenewsgbgnews.com with
the subject line marked "Letter to the
Editor" or "Guest Column." Only emailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and clarity before printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily reflect the views of The BG News.
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Falcons earn team
academic award

February 18,
2004

COLORADO
SPRINGS,
Colo. — The Bowling Green
volleyball learn was the recipient of the 2002-03 American
Volleyball Coaches Association
Team Academic Award, the
association announced yesterday.
The Falcons' team grade
point average of 3.61 was the
best among the 327 Division I
volleyball programs in the
country.

BGSU football
coaching staff to
conduct clinic
The Bowling Green football
staff will hold its fourth annual
Legends of Coaching football
clinic on April 2 and April 3 in
Bowling Green.
Featured speakers will
include former University of
Colorado head coach Bill
McCartney, Elder High School
coach Doug Ramsey and
Detroit Central Catholic coach
Thomas Mach.
The cost to attend is $25 for
those who pre-register and
$35 on the day of the event.
Contact Mike Ward at
(419)372-7086 for more information.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Women not showing fatigue
By Joel Hammond
SPORTS REPORTER

If the Bowling Green women's
basketball team is tired, they sure
have a fonny way of showing it.
The Falcons, on one of the best
runs in recent memory, won two
very important road games — in
impressive fashion — last week,
defeating Ohio (76-55) and
Central Michigan (69-51) to
improve to 8-3 in Mid-American
Conference play, just a half-game
behind division leaders Western
and Eastern Michigan (9-3).
But each week becomes
increasingly important as the
conference slate winds down,
and this oneisnodifferentforthe
Falcons, with Northern Illinois
and Kent State set to appear at
Anderson Arena.

young kids were going to get
tired and run-down," Miller said.
"I feel like we were re-energized.
It's always nice to reward your
bench with minutes, because
they're an integral part of your
program. They stepped up, and
Jill Lause played great. I was
happy for them that they
stepped up and logged some
quality minutes."
The Falcons beat Northern in
DeKalb in lanuary, a big win following their season-opening loss
at home to Ball State. BG shot
just 28 percent from the field in
the second half of that meeting,
but used 47 rebounds — including 20 offensive rebounds — to
gut out the win.
That rebounding explosion by
the Falcons was an aberration

"We took three out of our last
eight days off and gave some rest
to our kids," said BG Head Coach
Curt Miller, who was forced to
limit practice times last week
because of illness and fatigue.
"We were worn down and tired,
but I was proud of our kids and
hopefully, getting through that
tough week of travel and a week
where we had numerous illnesses and pink eyes that it propels us
into the stretch run."
With four players — Stefanie
Wenzel, Lindsay Austin, Ali
Mann and Liz I lonegger—averaging over 29 minutes per game.
Miller said the big wins are good
to get his starters some rest and
his bench some minutes.
"We've been worried all season that at some point, our

Trainer
admits
giving
players
steroids

Northern Illinois (4-8)
Kent State (7-4)
Marshall 5-6)
Ball State (7-5)
Toledo (6-6)

Buffalo (3-8)
Toledo (6-6)
Ball State (7-5)
Ohio (3-7)
C Michigan (O-ll)C Michigan (0-11)
Ohio (3-7)
Toledo (6-6)

from Northern's norm, as they
are third in the conference in
only allowing 35 rebounds per
game. The Huskies are led by
senior
forward
Jennifer
Youngblood, who averages 10.3
points and 9.5 rebounds per

By Elliott Schreiner
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

By Rob Glosler

STEROIDS, PAGE 6

Bowling Green, Eastern Michigan and Western Michigan seem to
have distanced themselves from the test of the pack in the MidAmerican Conference's West Division. Who will win the division and
get the automatic bye in the first round of the MAC tournament that
comes with it? Here's a look at the remaining schedules of each.
Bowling Green (8-3)
Eastern (9-3)
Western (9-3)

loel Hammond BG News
game. Youngblood had 13 points
and 12 boards In the teams' first
meeting.
"This is a dangerous game
because they're so powerful
WOMEN, PAGE 6

BG men prepare to
finish up road slate

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN FRANCISCO — Barry
Bonds' personal trainer told federal agents he gave steroids to several baseball players, according to
documents released yesterday.
No players were identified in
the documents and it was unclear
whether the trainer, Greg
Anderson, gave specific names to
the federal agents.
Anderson was one of four men
charged last week in a steroid-distribution ring that allegedly supplied athletes with banned substances. All four pleaded innocent. No athletes have been
charged.
Federal officials released two
affidavits yesterday that supported search warrants used in raids
on
Anderson's
home
in
September.
"Inside Anderson's residence,
agents found steroids, syringes
and other paraphernalia associated with steroid distribution activities," the documents said. "In
addition, agents found files identifying specific athletes. These files
contained calendars, which
appear to contain references to
daily doses of steroids and growth
hormones."
The indictment announced
last week said federal agents
found about $63,920 in cash in a
locked safe at Anderson's residence during the first raid.
"Some of the money was broken up into separate envelopes
with die first names of known athlete clients written on them," the
documents released yesterday
say.
The new documents say
Anderson initially denied distributing steroids in discussions with
federal agents but later said he
sometimes "gave" steroids to people he knew.
"Upon further questioning,
Anderson admitted that he had
given steroids to several professional baseball players," the documents say.
Federal
agents
followed
Anderson on Sept 11,2002, as he
made a quick visit to the Bay Area
Laboratory Co-Operative — the
nutritional supplements lab
allegedly at the center of the
steroid-distribution ring.
"Anderson returned to his vehicle and proceeded to drive direct-

RACE FOR THE MAC WEST CROWN

Ben Swanger BG News

TAKIN' IT TO 'EM: Bowling Green's John Reimold goes baseline in a
game against Ohio. The Falcons are looking for Reimold to step up in
order for them to reach their goals by season's end.

It's almost the end of the road
for the Bowling Green men's
basketball team. Well, at least
the end of a road trip
The Falcons will be closing
out a five-game stint that has
seen them play four away
games when they travel to
DeKalb to take on Northern
Illinois.
The Falcons (10-13,6-7 MidAmerican Conference) are 1-9
on the road this year and ought
to be looking forward to facing
the Huskies (7-16 2-11 MAC),
who are currently suffering
through an eight game losing
streak
But the Falcons, who have
been struggling lo close out
games, are not going to look
past NIU.
They've played everybody
well," BG head coach Dan
I i,ikn h said. "V* just have to
continue to gel better and do it
for 40 minutes."
Part of the reason the Huskies
are struggling so much as of late
is that their star forward, Marcus
Smallwood has sat out three
straight games. The 6-6 senior

has been pouring in 143 points
per game while leading the
MAC with 9.8 rebounds per
contest.
"I think this is an important
game," Dakich said. "They're
going lo have Smallwood back,
and they're going to be ready to
play."
lust getting their best player
back might not be enough for
NIU, whom the Falcons beat 7669 earlier this season, as internal
strife may be hurting their team.
"Obviously, there's something
there with Smallwood,'' Dakich
slid. "Even before thus they had
himsitout. The inner workings
of a team arc hard—everyone
deals with |problems|, whoever
deals with the least does the
best"
Although Nil) should provide some stiff competition for
BG, the Falcons' goals lately
have been focusing on doing
what they need to do to win
games.
Pan of that has been focusing
on improving on defense, sort
of.
"Part of our defensive problem is that we give away six
points per game away on

turnovers."
Dakich
said.
"Couple that with the fouling,
and that's a lot of points that
aren't coming from defense."
Another point of emphasis
for the Falcons has been finding
their identity, a feat that isn't as
easy as it sounds, and one that
Dakich has seen happen
before.
"A couple years ago when
Keith Mcl-eod and linny
Matela were juniors we knew
why we were stniggling,"
Dakich said. "I remember the
practice it all turned around —it
was the practice Keith and
Lenny took over the team."
This year's team has a resemblance of that season's team in
that they are gorxl enough, they
just haven't produced yet.
"This year we've had the
same problem," Dakich said.
"The good thing for us is that
die kids have come to practice
to get better. But it's frustrating
for the team because they feel
they're good enough to compete."
The Fakons will be hoping
for that magical practice to
come soon or at least in time for
the MAC tournament.

Cavaliers, LeBron rested
and ready for playoff push
By Tom Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CLEVELAND — LeBron
lames swears that three days of
hanging out with Shaq, 'Melo
and movie stars in Los Angeles
last weekend didn't wear him
out
The Cavaliers' rookie star
returned from the NBA's AllStar
break
surprisingly
refreshed.
Hey, he's 19. Who needs
sleep, anyway?
"I got some Islcepl on the
plane on the way back home,"
James said with a laugh. "That
was about it. But I'm very
recharged. I'm back to where I
need to be."
And with roughly two
months left in the season, the
Cleveland Cavaliers (20-33) are
where no one thought they'd
be: in the NBA playoff hunt
The Cavs will begin the season's unofficial second half just
two and a half games out of the

eighth playoff spot in the
Eastern Conference, and coach
Paul Silas thinks his club has a
realistic chance at making the
postseason.
"We have some tough
games," Silas said. "But we're
still there. We've still got a shot."
Cleveland's next six games
could go a long way in determining the Cavs' playoff fate.
The Cavaliers will host Dallas
tonight followed by games
against San Antonio, New York,
New Orleans, Houston and
Orlando. Only the improving
Knicks and Magic have losing
records.
Silas knows his young club
has its hands full.
"It's going to be awful tough,"
said Silas, whose teams have
historically played better after
the break. "But it's right there.
We just have to win some
games."
Thanks to lames' phenomenal start, Carlos Boozer's emer-

gence and two trades, the Cavs
are nothing like the team that
opened the season 6-18, lost 13
straight road games and
appeared to be headed for a
fifth straight 50-plus loss season.
Since
acquiring
Eric
Williams, Tony Battie and
Kedrick Brown from Boston in
a Dec. 17 trade, the Cavs have
gone 14-15, won six road games
— twice their total from last
season — and renewed hope in
a city aching for a winner.
"It's gratifying to know that
from 6-18 we're still there,"
lames said. "As bad as we started, to be in the playoff hunt is
really remarkable."
Remarkable, too, has been
lames' first season.
The No. 1 overall draft pick
has soared above the stratospheric expectations placed
upon him. He's averaging 20.4
CAVS, PAGE 6

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WVWBGNEWS.COWSPORTS
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RECHARGED: The Cavs' LeBron James throws his autographed
sneakers to the crowd after the NBA Rookie Challenge last Friday.
James scored 33 points, but his team lost.
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Falcons look to garner
respect by piling up wins
WOMEN. FROM PAGE 5

inside," Miller said. "This is a very
experienced coaching staff and a
very disciplined team. Wfe were
fortunate to get on a roll up
there, and played really well.
That win really jump-started our
season for us"

NO RESPECT?
It'd be hard to imagine that the
Falcons, with the third- best overall winning percentage in the
conference, would be taken
lightly by anyone. But wherever
the Falcons go, they seem to be
disrespected.
In Central Michigan's Central
Michigan life, a headline ran in
Friday's edition stating that
" ICMU'sl Best chance for a MAC
win may come Saturday against
Bowling Green." The Chippewas
play 2-8 Akron tonight.
"1 think we get respect from
coaching staffs around the
league — I think we've earned
that," Miller said. "But the media
and some of the players we play
against still don't know if BG's for
real, for the OU game, they ran
an article in the Ohio Post, their
college paper, about surprises in
the MAC. They didn't mention
us. We still fight for respect.
"Any bulletin-board material
is great," Miller said. "The
Central Michigan story was
handed out to every single player, I promise you that."

Many involved in steroid case
STEROIDS, FROM PAGE 5

ry, without stopping, to Pacific
BeO Park, a professional baseball stadium," the documents
say. "Anderson was followed
until he entered the players'
parking lot area of the professional baseball stadium, past a
gate and guarded entrance"
The Giants played a home
day game against the Los
Angeles Dodgers on Sept 11,
2002. Bonds went 2-for-4 with
an RBI double, but the Giants
lost 7-3.
Anderson and Bonds were
not immediately available for
comment yesterday.
The newly released documents also say BALCO founder
Victor Conte admitted giving
steroids to Andersoa
"Come acknowledged that
he knew Greg Anderson and
stated that he gave Greg
Anderson steroids to give to
professional baseball players,"
the documents say. "Conte stated that he knew it was illegal to
do this and that he 'assumed'
Anderson knew it was illegal."
Conte and his attorneys were
not immediately available for
comment

BerMjrjotAPPIwto

BUSTED: U.S. Attorney Kevin Ryan speaks during a news conference yesterday after releasing two affidavits supporting search
warrants to raid the home of Barry Bonds' trainer in September.

Silas hoping all Cavs' players
got rest All-Star weekend

STATISTICALLY GIFTED
BG is the only team in the conference with four players scoring
in double figures, with Wenzel
(15.0. third), Mann (11.6, 21st),
Honegger (10.9,23rd) and Austin
(10.3, 25th) all in that range.
Wenzel is also second in the conference in free-throw percentage, shooting 84.4 percent from
the charity snipe.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Ben Smngn BG News

TO THE HOOP: Bowling Green's Ali Mann penetrates Western
Michigan's defense in a game last week. Mann will play an integral role in the Falcons' quest for a Mid-American Conference title.

North Enterprise

HEINZ APARTMENTS
451 + 424 Frazee Ave

506 + 514 + 524
3 bedrm w/ fireplace, furnished, microwave, A/C.
garbage disposal and dishwasher.
■9 1/2 mo. lease starting «' S950./mo + util.

3 bedrm, 2 bath w/ fireplace, furnished,
microwaves, A/C. garbage disposal, dishwasher.
9 1/2 month lease

GOING FAST!

•FEBRUARY DEPOSIT SPECIAL $650.00-

COLUMBIA COURTS
903 - 935 Thurstin Ave

MERCER MANOR
323 + 331 South Mercer Rd

3 bedrm, 2 bath, furnished, A/C

3 bedrm. 2 bath w/ fireplace, furnished,
microwaves. A/C, garbage disposal,
dishwasher, 9 1/2 month lease

'starting @ S800/mo + utilities*

l-FEBRUARY DEPOSIT SPECIAL $650.0

BG

BOWLING GREEN
COLLISION
CENTER

EXPERT REPAIR & REFINISHIIMG

'starting «? $900/mo + utilities*

•1 year lease also available*

points, 5.7 rebounds and 5.8
assists per game.
lames' stats have trailed off a
bit recently, probably because
of fatigue. He didn't get as
much rest in LA as he — or
Silas — would have liked.
"He was tired," Silas said following yesterday's practice. "He
didn't get much rest out at the

The Cavs did suffer a minor
setback yesterday. Silas said
backup center DeSagana Diop
will miss at least two games
with a sprained right ankle.
Diop got hurt during practice
on Monday night.
However, Battie will be activated before tonight's game
after missing six games with a
bruised right knee.

Ail-Star game. The rest of them
looked fine, apparently they got
their rest. He didn't."
lames, though, says he's
ready to lead Cleveland's playoff push.
"We've got a job to do now,"
he said. "We got 29 games left
and I'm bringing all my energy.
Every litde piece of energy I got,
I've got to bring to these last 29
games."

Check it
out today!

E. Wooster BGSU
Napoleon
CO

We do:
• Free Estimates
• Body Work & Paint Work
• Minor Touch to Major Collisions

□ BG Collision

•starting @ $780/mo + utilities*

353-6420

www.greenbriarrentals.com

m
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1011 S. Main St.

♦ ♦ ♦ +ZJE
238 W. Main St.. BG.

419-553-7511

SKY BAR
Drink Specials - Even/ Week, Aff Nfqbt!

taas Hold-ea
tournament

Ziggy Zoombas
MO COVER

MO BUY IMS

rtustbe21
Top 3 GO to

VEGAS
Every Wednesday @ 8pm
Rules ft Practice Match
Tournament Play
Wed. Feb. 16!h @ 6pm
Wed. reb. 29tk @ Spa
14191 354 4200
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KIDDNAPPED CHILD FOUND
MORGANTOWN, W.VA. (AP) — A 13-year-old
Michigan girl escaped from a man she said held her
against her will during a weekend at the Iakeview Golf
Resort and Spa. She had been missing since Thursday.
Micheal K. Wiedenbein, 48, of Columbus, Ohio, was
arrested Sunday and charged with kidnapping or concealing a child, which is a felony. Bail is set at $500,000.

www.bgnews.com/nation

NATION

Airlines fix fuel tanks
ignition
years. During FAA to order safety device for airlines
sources
that time existTh. gri.m»m.r, —■ arflr. —fcm lo m—* . ■,—■" IP imOVrm
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Proulx, Boeing spokesman, said make fuel vapors less likely to
the company plans to start pro- ignite. The system pumps air
ducing new planes and retro- flowing from the aircraft engine
fitting existing ones late next year. into yard-long, 8-inch-wide canTWA Flight 800 crashed off the isters. A ropelike substance in the
coast of long Island, N.Y., on July canisters filters oxygen and water
17, 1996, killing all 230 people from the air. The resulting nitroaboard.
The
National gen-rich mixture, which is much
Transportation Safety Board less likely to combust than norblamed the accident on an explo- mal air, is pumped into fuel tanks.
sion, saying vapors in a partly The filtered oxygen and water is
empty fuel tank were probably dumped off the aircraft.
Though the new system probaignited by a spark in die wiring.
The accident prompted FAA bly wouldn't be fitted onto all
scientists to step up research planes that need it until 2013, the
aimed at eliminating potential FAA has already ordered airiines

By Leslie Mifler
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The government will order airiines to
install a system to reduce the
chance of fuel tank explosions
like the one that downed a TWA
Boeing 747 in 1996, Federal
Aviation Administration chief
Marion Blakey said yesterday.
The decision affects about
3,800 Boeing and Airbus aircraft
operated by domestic airiines.
In the past 14 years there have
been three fuel tank explosions,
including the TWA accident,
resulting in 346 deaths. Blakey
said the new device could eliminate up to four accidents over the
next 25 years.
"We have a plan that will virtually eliminate fuel tank explosions aboard aircraft," Blakey said
at a news conference.
A cost-benefit analysis still
must be done and airlines need
time to plan for die change, so The
requirement is not expected to
take effect for at least two years.
Once the rule is issued, the socalled fuel-tank inerting program
will be phased in over seven
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to make 60 changes to eliminate
possible ignition sources, Blakey
said.
For example, in 2002 the FAA
told airlines to replace fuel
pumps that have faulty wiring.
The agency also ordered airlines
to fry certain model jetliners with
extra fuel to prevent fuel pumps
from overheating.
But the government might not
have identified all the ways a
spark could possibly ignite fuel,
Blakey said. The new system
would add a safety net by making
it nearly impossible for fuel to
explode.
NTSB
Chairman
Ellen
Engleman-Conners said the new
system is essential.
"Ignition-source prevention
alone cannot protect transport
airplanes from this potential danger," Engleman-Conners said in a
statement. "The issue of fuel
flammability had to be confronted."
The FAA estimates the cost
between $600 million and $700
million, Blakey said, or between
$140,000 and $220,000 per aircraft

Lost/Found
Found set of key» for GM vehicle
outside ol Administration Bldg Call
372-2606 to describe.

Travel
#1 Spring Break Panama City $199!
7 Nights. 6 Free Parties, Free Covers A Drinks. 5 Day Spring Break
Bahamas Cruise $279! Cancun, Jamaica, Nassau $529! Daytona $159!
1-800-678-6386
ft Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas,
Florida. Best Prices! Book Now!!!
1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL
•" SPRING BREAK —
World Famous Tiki Bar!
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach Resort
800-488-8828
www.MndplpMb—con.com
The Fun Place"
Spring Break 2004 w' STS,
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www slstravlcnn.
SPRING BREAK
Beach and Ski Trips on sale now!
Call 1 800-SUNCHASE today!
Or visit
www.Sunchase.com

lies are considering community colleges for the first two years
and then transferring to MSU."
Parents who invested their college savings in the stock market
are also not seeing die growth
they expected, she said. Tuidon,
room and board at MSU for the
2003—O4 academic year for instate undergraduate students is
about $11,000.
At U of M, where in-state

Move to
Elm Street
•320 Elm-Large, one and two bedroom
apartments completely furnished. Private
parking lot. Close to campus. Free water
and sewer.
1 bedroom - $375 for a 12 month lease
$475 for a 9 month lease
2 bedroom - $565 for a 12 month lease
$665 for a 9 month lease

NEWIPVE
Kcnl.ils

332 S. Main. Bowling G<een
(419)352-5620
newlovemfo'"'newioverentals.com

Falcon Basketball ff
www.bguufmlcona.eom

^C-

Double Header
Saturday

there in the marketplace."
At Wayne State University,
where many students commute
to campus and can live at home,
applications for the tall are up 30
percent overall and 47 percent for
minorities, according to lack Kay,
WSU associate provost for assess-

ment and retention.
The opening of two residence
halls and stepped-up recruiting
programs at area high schools
and in the Latino community
have helped boost the numbers,
according to Kay.

Make money taking on-line surveys.
Earn $10 to $125 (or surveys.
Earn $25 to $250 lor tocus groups.
Visit www.cash4students.com/bowlg

vs.
Youngstown State
3:30 p.m.
Anderson Arena
One lucky fan will get the
chance to win a
Playstation 2,
courtesy of Pepsi.

For Ticket Information 1-877 BGSUTICKET

1 resp. male rmte. to take over lease
until. Aug. Awesome loft apt., downtown, near library. 124 1/2 W. Wooster 419-239-3089.
Graduation tickets for 1:00 pm
ceremony. Will pay. Call Mark
513-544-5348 (cell).
Senous minded student tor rmmate
$300 dep., $300/mo.* mil. 232 Crim
St.Move in May. 1-740-244-9586

The Tanning Center
434 E. Wooster (above DO)
Appointments Available
1/2 month in the beds $20
Call tor appt. 353-2844.

SUBLEASER NEEDED
2 bedrm. apt., 1 bedrm. available
Call 419-388-3021
Subleaser needed May-Aug. 1 bdrm
Rent negotiable. Call 575-1032.
Possible 1 year also available.

in your search for affordable housing]
EFFICIENCIES
451 THIIRSTIN- Across Street from Offenhauer. Furnished
with full bath, stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rate- $395.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $355.00.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for I or 2 occupants. Check with Rental Office
for prices for 2 occupants.
.SI7 E. REED STREET- At Thurstin. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One hath. School Year- One person Rate$460.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00
707-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $350.00.
825 THIRD STREET- Pels Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rate$450.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $400.00.
449-4SS S. ENTERPRISE- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $345.00.
839 SEVENTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rale$450.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $225.00 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these location:
403 High
825 Third
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
84! Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manville

Don't miss out on your
chance to win Iree fries
at 85 if the women win
and score 85 or more
points courtesy
of McDonald's.

\v .

Tan for Spring Break!
1 mo. unlimited - $30 booth or bed
Semester unlimited - $55
Campus Tanning. Close to Campus
352-7889

Make JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. you, FIRST CHOICE

BGSU Women
vs.
Kent State
1:00 p.m.
Anderson Arena

ESPN
Bracket Buster Game
BGSU Men

Edwards for President 2004
Interested in getting involved? email:
bgsuedwards2004@yahoo.com

Wanted

Recruiting boosts minority enrollment
undergraduate tuidon, room and
board is about $14,(300, admissions director Ted Spencer said he
is hearing stories from parents
who are nervous about committing to send their children to U of
M because of the soft economy.
"We are hearing parents talking
about sending their students to a
less-expensive school and seeing
how things wotk out economically," Spencer said. "Even people
with white-collar jobs are feeling
threatened. There is anxiety out

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Spaghetti Special 11 to 9pm
$4.50 BreadtSalad+Spaghetti.
Dine in or Pick up only. 352-9638.
EARN $25 FROM HOME FOR PAR
TICIPATING IN A WEB STUDY!
Go to www.participate-lnresearch.com. Pay schedule is $10
for participating in the first part
(about 30 mm.) &. it selected, $15
for participation in 2nd part (about
45 mm) There's also a chance for a
$10 cash prize, (odds: 1 out of 10)
Any BGSU student is eligible. Purpose of this study is to -test on line
selection system. The project investigator is Jen Carr. (JarnSbgnet.
372-2970.)

Services Offered

Personals

ENROLLMENT, FROM PAGE 1

S4S0 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours ot your group's time
PLUS our tree (yes. free)
fund raising solutions
EQUALS $1.00052,000
in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450 bonus
when you schedule your non-sales
fund raiser with
Campus Fundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www cammisfnrnlraiMrcnm

i\v
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TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1.2 or3 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rales.
517 E. REED- At Thurstin. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $610.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $510.00.
SOS C1.QI1GH STREET- Behind KinkoS Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620,00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
615 SECOND STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $620.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
4fi2 Hir.H STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person Rate$620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520fJO.
840-850 SIXTH STREET. Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.
707 SIXTH. 818 SEVENTH & 831 SEVENTHFurnished or Unfurnished. One bath + Hall. School YearTwo Person Rate- $545.00. One Year- Two Person Rate$450.00.
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
I 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $480.00.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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Gcreatioital Snort!

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

1

www.bj5iu.edu

SPRING BREAK TRIP

FITWEIX CENTER

Appalachian Trail
Backpacking Trip
March 6-Macrti 13

SRC Fit*.«H

COST:
$175 for
students

m/ltm i W|>iu from s tpm

Center and
WetfhtRoom

camrimr

SIGNUP:

I ByF«b. 25
I
at noon
'

.-

Strength Training
Learn strcngtfi
training
fundamentals on
weight machines

COST:
$10 for 6
sessions
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SPOTS STILL OPEN
Sign up at the SRC
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OUTDOOR PROGRAMS

Ski Trip
Pel n P—fc SW Resort, MY

Spring 2004 Noun |

Saturday. February 11 to

Monday/Wednesday
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Bartender trainees needed.
S250 a day potential Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext 541
EARN $ FOR SPRING BREAK!!!
Growing company seeks motivated
individuals lor Cust Sales/Service
positions. Flex. Schedules. Excellent
pay. Training provided All ages
18+. Conditions exist. Apply Now!
Start Now! 419-861-6133 or apply at
wor kforstudents com/np
Get Pakj For Your Opinions'
Earn $15-5125 & more per survey!
www paidonlinesurveys.com
PERSONAL CARE ASSITANTS
Needed. Prefer nursing students or
related experience Reply online at
www.geocities.com/fairytail3982
•

Sport*! FunI Outdoors! Kids I
Money! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach land/water
sports. Great summer! Call 888-8448080. apply www campcedar.com
Summer Camp Counselor tor children w disabilities. 57-11 hr., 35
hr.wk, summer only. 5 sites in
Summit County, Ohio. Visit
ywwJLkroncyjj.orfl -download an
application. EOE

For Sale

*l Bahamas Spring Break Party
Cruise 5 Days From S279! Party
Wilh Real World Paris Celebrities At
Exclusive Cast Parties' Great
Beaches & Nightlife' Includes Meals.
Port/Hotel Taxes!!-800-678-6386.

ThurnHnr:
4:10-»:SOsmi

l2:30-5pm
CaM 1-17*0 for Into

Ca* 2 8691 for Info

For Rent

For Rent

Help Wanted

Aerobic Instructors Life Styles lor
Ladies Only m BG is seeking aerobic instructors for: Palates. Yoga. &
other aerobic classes Excellent Salary Call Lorna at 419-868-8929
ATTN Bowling Green. Postal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp
required. Benefits. For exam, salary
and testing information call (630)
393-3032 ext 247 8am-8pm 7 days.

iSS-lI feMpm

Noon opm

+*
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•BARTENDING! S300/day potential
No exp necessary Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.
400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono's PA
Lohikan,800-488-4321 .lohikan.com

c
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ouses & apts
New lower prices, all next to campus
930 & 926 E Wooster 6 bdrms $500
credit security deposit.
303 E. Merry. Lg. porch, 3 llv. rms
321 E Merry A-D.4-6 bdrm gr shape
211 & 307 1/2 E. Reed St 1-3 bdrm
315 E Merry 2-4 bdrms. inclu all util
316 & 311 E. Merry Apts lg 2 bdrm
Listings 24/7 located at 316 E Merry
»3 also Ell Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

Huge 4 bdrm washer/ dryer hookup,
no pets, avail Aug. $750. 353-0326
Lg. 2 bdrm., turn apt., clean, quiet,
close, a/c. Avail. 6/1/04 or 8/15*4.
Call 352-1104.

3520717

Lg. 2 BR townhouse, vaulted ceilings, spiral stair case, garage,
dwash Avail 5/15/04. 352-1104
" MOVE IN NOW - 1 MONTH FREE
1 4 2 bedroom apts. available in serene park-like setting. Includes dishwasher, heat, water 4 trash
Bowling Green Village 352-6335

1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments
215-221 Manville 9 & 12 mo. leases
419-352-5239

NICE 2 BDRM. APT.S FOR MAY
AND AUG. ON 5TH AND 7TH.
CALL FOR MORE INFO. 352-3445.

2 bdrm. apt $210 on 4th St.
Call 419-378-1549

One large room efficiencies
with private baths 4 utilities paid
Call 352-5822

1. 2 & 3 bdrm apts. available now."
Call lor prices & locations

2004-2005
800 Third SI. 1 4 2 bdrm Free heat.
water, 4 sewer.
616 Second St 1 bdrm. 3 bdrm , 4 2
etliciencies.
137 N. Church 1 bdrm.
Call 354-9740 tor info or showing.
3 bdrm. house available August
2004. 718 Third Si $775/ mo.
Please call 419-686-3805
3 bdrm house Close to campus
Good size, nice yard. $1000/mo
Call 686-1144.
3 bdrm.. Crim St., 1 1/2 blks from
campus. Lg. Ivg. rm., kitch.. fam. rm.
util. rm, w/d. $825 plus util Avail
May 1 419-352-7090
Apts 4 Houses.
Singles 4 Groups.
No Pets 353-8206

Rmte needed ASAP. Lg house
near campus. $300. Pets allowed
419-789-9172
Rmte needed immed. $400 per mo
Incl. all util., cable 4 local phone No
deposit, nice Non-smoker pref.
Shamrock Village condo. Call TJ

419-353-5860.
Subleaser needed 2 bdrm. duplex.
4/3/04 - 7/31/04 Option 1 yr. Close
to downtown BG Call 308-8530.
SUBLEASER(S) NEEDED IMMEOIATELY. 2 bd. on 6th, newly remodeled w/ carpet, bath, appliances Pet
allowed. Spacious' Reg. $550. you
pay $450! We'll make up the rest.
Lease Mar. thru Aug. 353-428*0 or
360-510-2728
Winthrop Terrace Apts.
1 4 2 bdrm.apts available
Call 419-352-9135

Available Aug. 3 bdrm. washer/dryhookup, lg yard, screen porch 4 car
port. $750 mo. No pets 353-0326.
Available Immed. 1 BR sublease
Lehman Ave., $325 + util
419-674-7230.
BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 * gas/elec 12 mo. lease.
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917.

Holiday Personals
SPRING BREAK Free food, parties
4 drinks! Our students seen on
CBS 48 Hours! Best Hotels Lowest prices! breakerstravel.com.
800-985-6789.
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ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
20
21
22
23
26
27
28
30
33
37
39
40
42
43
45

Return to liquid
Venomous snake
Air out
Mrs. Chaplin
Parts of eyes
Melville's "Typee" sequel
Is left hanging
Objective
Cries of surprise
Flew in place
Playground game
Divested
Sci-fi craft
Stagger
Hound sound
With 45A. goes all out
Colander
Fashion designer Cassini
Skimpy skirts
Downpour
Knocks dead
See 33A

47
48
50
51

8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
24
25
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
38

52
57
61
62

Hip dude
Prompted
Charged atom
McKellen of "The Lord of
the Rings"
In working order
Nameless scoundrel
BPOE member
Steinbeck novel. "Cannery

63
66
67
68
69
70
71

Snubs
Target of Retin-A
Kindled again
Blunted blade
Explorer Heyerdaht
Idyllic places
Sunset direction
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Cla-Zel
Theatre
I ime. \.tlnl
i Krl. Feb.Minn1.1 thru
Thurt. Feb. 1»

Barbershop 2:
Back In Business
Showing Nightly at
|-j 5:00,7:00,9:00 pm

* onimri.ih

Student night Is Wed. all\
tickets Just 13.75
Downtown B G ■ 353 1361
www.cla-zel com

DJ's Kehoe
$2 All Pints

Raspberry or Mango

Live Music!
2 Skinny Dorks
'10 'th Si

2 Bdrm Unfum
L piLini kiuhcm w/ dithwaihen
Shuilit slop on property

msamam
Live Music!
Bancroft w/Special
Guest Sex Twuster
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rMMHMBa
2-3 Bedroom furnished
townhouses

•2 Bedrooms pS^mmm
■ February Deposit
Special for 2
Bedrooms

{$500"

w « u.ureennriarrentals.com
Managemenl Inc.

Rental Incentive Program
It pays to rent from
Rentals

1082 Fairview

Sign a lease to live at 824 Sixth Street for
the 2004-2005 school year and
Newlove Rentals will award the tenant with
TWO FREE OIL CHANGES
at a local car dealership!
824 Sixth Street 2 Bedroom unfurnished, free
water 4 sewer, private parking.
Laundry facility on site.
12 month lease - $500 00/month
9 month lease - $600.00/month

CALL US TODAY FOR DETAILS

$100 MOVES
YOU IN!

ial

•2.00 Long Islands

V

S

(. Ul I \I(KI \ K. INC.
445 Kasl Wooster St. • 352-0717

II Flavors on Tap

MESSEZtm

OBJS

i

www.incaab8.com, 1045 N. Main (419)353-5800

Affordable

SI

N

■3 Bedrooms ^SS^^^
f-fl
■

1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
FEW 3BDRM
TOWNHOUSES LEFT
BGSU Bus stop

Something For LvervorK

704 5 hSUMl
1 HHr m Fum
9- 12 \i nlhRalo
It as on property

3
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NEWIPVE

FOR RENT

Acoustic Jams
$1 Wei Drinks
$2.50 Cam- 24oz.
Budwelser, BudKght,
Coors Light

.*.

0 N

M 3 H

w/ A/C lull basements, W/D hookup, dishwashers, garbage
disposals, 9 4 1/2 month or 1 year lease available.

Call 353-5800

APARTMENTS

Scott Bated

1

i

Happy Wednesday!

STOP BY FOR LISTING

ytorne of the 40oi
FiSHBOWL- $3.00!!!!
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Stop i"
listing or I'liitk
tlicil\ wclisiic
wi-tisiu*

Management IOC.

Hillsdale Apt

Karaok

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
64
65

Frying pans
Oodles
Has a job
Up in the air
Word with tube or
circle
Russian revolutionary
Feel one's way
Garden waterers
Nestling noise
Sports section fig.
Sound of pain
River of Tuscany
Newspaper page
Grand . Opry
Just out

■

M.m.incinciit Inc.

U'i=ti'7.YI

41
44
46
49
51

Graceland (Grad Students)
208/210/212 S. Church St.
2 n.l. ... . llnfiin-i.. 12 Month LIMM, 1 C*r GnrnKi>
56e5/niontli plus utllitiam

FILLING UP FAST

Houses/Apts. for 04-05 school year
12 mo. leases only.
S. Smith Contracting. LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office open 9-2 M-F
Quiet tenants preferred.

Diamond Ring, Solitaire marquise
cut, 0 5 ct. gold band, asking 5600
(paid 51200); GREAT for Valentines
Day" Wood framed futon with mattress 550 Call 419-348-0508

( lean
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Management Inc.

Aggregate
Comic Mandel
Inner self
Had been
Omelet tidbit
Dispatch boat
Fellows
Maine seaport
On the beach
Pledged
Kuwaiti ruler
of the above
Skater Ekfredge
Nobs
Atrocities
Broad in the beam
Windward Islands
nation
Lindros of the NHL
Yogi or Smokey
Zealous
Yearnings
Anfou cousin
Cinder ending?
Straight up
Intuitive feeling
Teheran resident
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• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
•
•
■
•
•

private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Laundry facilities
Pets welcome
Convenient on-site
parking
X
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FREE HEAT
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419-353-7715 CEJ
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Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt, 215 E Poe
Studios/1 bdrms/2bd rms
Starting at S250/Mo.
NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

Mr7\Y7T<»\/C

332 S Main Bowling Green

INCWLyVt!,

(419)352-5620

Rentals

newloveinfodi'newloverentalscom

JEMEiB
2 Bedroom, 2 Baths

Management Inc.
Heinzsite Apt.,
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CLOSE WALK TO CAMPUS
Stalling at $415'Mo

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
www.meccabg.com
for complete listing
for next year.

w/ dishwashers + garbage disposal,
furnished, 9&1/2 or 1 year lease available

•APts ,1.12 {sr,^
■Apts ,25-39 ABK«PaMi
V

• REMODELED
Apts #13-24
(unfurnished)

(limit 4)

/starting at
-SSTN/M^tKMc
\

(New kitchens, New Carpel. & Tile Floors)

CKEENBRIAR, INC.
445 Kasl Wooster St. • 352-0717
v.» w.greenbriarrentals.com

■rarer

__
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